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Abstract—Much of software developers’ time is spent understanding unfamiliar code. To better understand how developers gain this understanding and how software development environments might be involved, a study was performed in which developers were given an unfamiliar program and asked to work on two debugging tasks and three enhancement tasks for 70 minutes. The study found that developers interleaved three activities. They began by searching for relevant code both manually and using search tools; however, they based their searches on limited and misrepresentative cues in the code, environment, and executing program, often leading to failed searches. When developers found relevant code, they followed its incoming and outgoing dependencies, often returning to it and navigating its other dependencies; while doing so, however, Eclipse’s navigational tools caused significant overhead. Developers collected code and other information that they believed would be necessary to edit, duplicate, or otherwise refer to later by encoding it in the interactive state of Eclipse’s package explorer, file tabs, and scroll bars. However, developers lost track of relevant code as these interfaces were used for other tasks, and developers were forced to find it again. These issues caused developers to spend, on average, 35 percent of their time performing the mechanics of navigation within and between source files. These observations suggest a new model of program understanding grounded in theories of information foraging and suggest ideas for tools that help developers seek, relate, and collect information in a more effective and explicit manner.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Most useful software undergoes a brief period of rapid development followed by a much longer period of maintenance and adaptation to new contexts of use [6], [31]. During this period, software developers spend much of their time exploring unfamiliar parts of a software system’s source code in order to understand the parts of the system that are relevant to their current task [47]. Because these parts are typically distributed throughout a system’s components and modules [18], [30], this exploration can be both time-consuming and difficult. Therefore, an important challenge in software engineering research is to invent tools that help software developers understand and reshape software more efficiently and effectively.

A central concept in the design of such tools, recently proposed by Murphy et al. [34] (and independently in our earlier work on this topic [26]), is that of a task context: the parts and relationships of artifacts relevant to a developer during work on a maintenance task. A number of important contributions have been built around this concept, including ways of representing task contexts [41], [43], tools that enable developers to manually build a task context by selecting program elements [42], and methods of automatically inferring the relevant task context based on a developer’s investigations in a development environment [44], [46].

Although all of these ideas show promise in improving a developer’s effectiveness on maintenance tasks, a more detailed understanding of how developers form their task contexts and how software development environments (SDEs) are related to this formation could lead to even greater gains, whether through improved tools, more rigorous processes, or other means. There are several unanswered questions in this regard:

- How do developers decide what is relevant?
- What types of relevant information do developers seek?
- How do developers keep track of relevant information?
- How do developers’ task contexts differ on the same task?

To begin to answer these questions, we performed an exploratory study of 10 developers using the Eclipse 2.1.2 software development environment (www.eclipse.org) to work on five maintenance tasks on a small system with which they were not familiar. Our central goal was to investigate developers’ strategies for understanding and utilizing relevant information and discover ways in which Eclipse and other environments might be related to these strategies. Because we wanted to understand the natural flow of information between developers and their workspace,
developers could complete their tasks in any order and had access to any tool or documentation they desired.

This paper extends our work presented at the 2005 International Conference on Software Engineering [26] by taking a closer look at variations in developers’ task structures, task contexts, and perceptions of relevance. We also present a new model of program understanding as a process of searching, relating, and collecting information of perceived relevance, in which the development environment plays a central role in influencing developers’ perceptions. This model is consistent with existing models of program understanding, while explaining the structure and sequence of developers’ actions in more detail. We also found several ways in which development environments help, hinder, and ignore developers’ strategies for seeking and managing relevant information. For example, developers spent, on average, 35 percent of their time with the mechanics of redundant but necessary navigations between relevant code fragments. Furthermore, failed searches for task-relevant code began with developers observing misleading information cues in Eclipse. We use these findings to discuss the design of current software maintenance tools and also to motivate the design of new tools.

In the next section, we review related work in the area of program understanding and investigation. In Section 3, we describe the design and methodology of our study. In Section 4, we investigate Eclipse’s relationship to developers’ work both qualitatively and quantitatively. In Section 5, we discuss the limitations of our method and analyses, and in Section 6, we present our model of program understanding and its relationship to prior theoretical work. In Section 7, we conclude with implications of our results on the design of software development environments.

2 RELATED WORK

There is a long history of studies of program understanding, investigating a variety of factors. Many studies have investigated the strategies that developers use to understand programs. Some have discovered that developers ask questions about the structure, intent, and behavior of software when asked to verbalize their thoughts during maintenance tasks [27], [32], [49]. There is a general consensus that these questions lead to informal hypotheses [8], [24], which are then tested using two kinds of strategies. Developers’ “systematic” strategies involve forming a concrete plan and performing guided navigations of a program’s dependencies. Developers’ “as-needed” strategies tend to be more ad hoc, unplanned, and opportunistic [29]. It has been shown in a variety of contexts that the systematic strategies are more productive than the as-needed strategies [7], [32], [37], [45], but that developers generally use a combination of the two [4]. There is also evidence that successful developers (of varying definitions) write explicit implementation plans, including notes about relevant information as they find it during a task [30], [45].

Another line of research has considered the knowledge that developers form while understanding programs. For example, studies have shown that developers often determine the statements that could influence a variable (a backward slice) [50] and that automated tools for helping developers determine these statements improve developer success on debugging tasks [20]. Other studies suggest that developers form mental models of the structure, intent, and relationships in code, which guide their decision making [35], [51]. Some studies found that developers have a quickly degrading memory for such information [1], [17], explaining why developers rely so extensively on external memory sources, such as digital or paper notes and whiteboards [16], [39].

Many studies have considered the influence of the representation of various aspects of code on program understanding. For example, a number of factors can influence the speed and correctness of comprehension, including the typographic appearance of code [3], the indentation style used [33], the language in which a program is written [23], and naming schemes of identifiers [48]. Although these effects can be quite profound when comparing developers of different expertise, studies have shown that many of these effects disappear with increasing experience [11], [12].

A number of studies have explored the influence of collaboration on program understanding. This work has focused on workplace interruptions, finding that developers are interrupted, on average, every three minutes by themselves or others [22], [38] and that developers frequently interrupt others in order to obtain difficult to find or undocumented information about software [5], [30].

The study presented in this paper differs from the prior work in several ways. Our study is the first to explore the relationship between interactive aspects of modern SDEs and program understanding. Studies that have investigated similar issues have focused on other aspects of software development and have involved older tools that differ in their interactive nature from modern SDEs. Many of the studies cited above also placed numerous restrictions on the developers’ work in order to isolate the measurement of a single variable. For example, some required developers to separate their work into reading phases and editing phases [45], despite evidence that developers frequently edit code for the sole purpose of understanding (for example, by inserting debug statements to understand a program’s execution) [15]. Other studies disallowed the use of debuggers and other tools, again despite evidence of their common and essential use during maintenance tasks [30]. Our study relaxed these constraints, allowing us to study maintenance work involving multiple tasks, multiple tools, and developer-selected orderings.

3 METHOD

The developers in our study were asked to correctly complete as many of five maintenance tasks over a 70-minute period as possible, while responding to intermittent, automated interruptions. Three of the tasks were debugging tasks, requiring developers to test the program and diagnose a particular failure. The other two tasks were enhancement tasks, which required developers to understand some portion of the system and modify it in order to provide a new feature. We included interruptions because of recent evidence that interruptions are frequent in
software engineering workplaces [22], [38] and we wanted to see in what ways development environments could help developers manage and recover from them. Our decision to study developers in the lab instead of in the context of developers’ actual work was driven by our interest in comparing developers’ strategies on identical tasks. Had we studied developers working on different code, as would have been the case in a more realistic context, we would not know whether differences in developers’ work, if any, were due to variations in their strategies, in their code, or more likely, some combination of these and other factors.

3.1 Participants
We recruited 31 developers with experience with Java from the local community, including both undergraduate and graduate students and staff programmers. Analyses of various subsets of these developers’ data have appeared in other publications [19], [25], [26]; our analyses in this paper focus on the 10 developers most experienced with Java, based on a pretest, self-report survey: seven described themselves as “Java experts” and the remaining three described themselves as having “above-average” Java expertise. All reported using either Eclipse or Visual Studio “regularly,” and reported programming a median of 17.5 hours a week (the distribution was bimodal, with developers programming either less than 20 hours or more than 35). Although all claimed some degree of Java expertise, we did not expect nor want a strictly uniform sample because we were interested in seeing a variety of approaches to completing the tasks that we designed. We did, however, want to avoid analyzing novice Java programmers’ work because of the high variability in their knowledge and decision making [14]. The 10 developers we studied were all male, had ages ranging from 19 to 28, and included six senior computer science students, two doctoral students in computer science, and two MS students in computer engineering and information systems.

3.2 The Paint Application
All of the tasks involved a program called Paint (shown executing in Fig. 1). This was a Java Swing application, implemented with nine Java classes across nine source files and 503 noncomment, nonwhitespace lines (available at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~marmalade/studies.html). The application allowed users to draw, erase, clear and undo colored strokes on a white canvas. Its implementation was based on the PaintObjectConstructor class, which created a single PaintObject for each list of mouse locations accumulated between mouse down and up events. The canvas consisted of an ordered list of PaintObject instances, which was rendered from least to most recent. The application declared two subclasses of PaintObject: PencilPaint and EraserPaint. The PencilPaint class painted itself by iterating through the list of mouse coordinates and drawing beveled line segments between consecutive pairs. The EraserPaint class subclassed PencilPaint, overriding its getColor() method to return the color of the canvas, simulating the effect of an eraser. Developers were given no documentation about the implementation and the code was not commented.

Although the program was reasonably complex given its small size and the lack of documentation about its design, it was not as complex as programs that have been used in other recent studies [45], which were on the order of tens of thousands of lines long. Our primary reason for studying a smaller program was that it allowed us to investigate developers’ work on several different tasks and detect variations in developers’ strategies on these different tasks; most prior studies have focused on a single task on a larger system.

3.3 Tasks
The developers were given a sheet of paper with the text in the middle column of Table 1, which describes five invented user complaints and requests. The task names in Table 1 are used throughout this paper but were not given to developers. The descriptions explained the requirements for each task, so that each developer would have a similar understanding of the functional requirements. The last column of Table 1 describes a solution to each problem, including the minimum number of lines that had to be added, removed, or modified, and in how many files. These solutions were deemed by the author of Paint to be most consistent with the program’s design. Because there were many valid solutions for each task, we accepted any solution that led to appropriate behavior (developers’ actual code was verified later before our analyses). The errors for the debugging tasks were not artificial, but emerged during the creation of Paint.

3.4 Tools and Instrumentation
The developers were given the Eclipse 2.1.2 IDE (released in March of 2004) and a project with the nine source files. They were allowed to use debuggers, text editors, paper for notes, and the Internet. The only resource they were not allowed to use was the experimenter, who was only permitted to answer clarifying questions about the functional requirements described in the task descriptions. The browser’s default page was the Java 1.4 API documentation. Developers used a PC with Windows XP, a keyboard, a mouse with a scroll wheel, and a 17” LCD. Because our analyses would involve a careful inspection of the developers’ actions, even at the level of mouse cursor movements, we recorded every detail of developers’ work with full screen-captured videos at 12 frames per second in 24-bit color, as well as audio. The display was limited to a resolution of 1,024 × 768 to prevent any impact of the recording on the PC’s performance.
3.5 Interruptions

Interruptions came from a server on the experimenter’s machine and appeared on the developer’s machine as a flashing taskbar item with an audible alert, as shown in Fig. 2a. The interruptions were designed to require the developers’ full attention, mimicking real interruptions such as requests from coworkers for help on unrelated projects [38]. Thus, when clicked, a full-screen dialog appeared with a 2-digit multiplication problem and a text box for the answer, as shown in Fig. 2b. Although the developers were told that they were not allowed to use any external resources to solve these problems, most found them so difficult that they used the text field to store intermediate results while the experimenter was not looking. The server sent interruptions every two and a half to three and a half minutes. The order of the multiplication questions was fixed and identical for all developers. Each question was unique and did not contain 0 digits.

3.6 Procedure

The developers worked alone in a lab and began by completing a survey on their programming expertise. They were then told that they would be given five user complaints and requests for an application and would have 70 minutes to complete as many as possible (the 70 minute limit was made to keep the full session under two hours). Developers were told they would be paid $10 for each request correctly completed. They were then told that a flashing taskbar item would occasionally interrupt them and that they should click it “when they were ready” and answer the arithmetic problem presented. The experimenter then explained that they would lose $2 for each interruption.
ignored or answered incorrectly (this was used to give the interruptions some cost during the study, but was not actually enforced when developers were paid). Developers were then told that their work would be recorded with screen capturing software and were then given the user complaints and requests and asked to begin. Afterward, the experimenter tested the developers’ solutions for correct behavior on the five tasks, paid the developers accordingly, and then answered any questions about the study.

4 RESULTS

In this section, we provide both qualitative and quantitative evidence for a number of patterns, based on about 12 hours of screen-captured video across 10 developers’ work. Our method for analyzing the videos involved two phases. In the first phase, we looked ahead in each developer’s video to find what code they inspected and modified and what behaviors they tested. Because there were only five tasks, this was enough information to determine the task they were working on. Once we determined the task, we scanned backward in the video to find the moment when the developer began the task. This was obvious from pauses in activity after the developer tested the behavior they were modifying or implementing in their previous task. Once we had the sequence of tasks that a developer worked on, we then observed each task in detail, studying developers’ individual actions, navigations, and choices, attempting to infer their high-level goals, and noting any interesting patterns regarding information seeking and management. While we did this, we also generated a list of the developer actions that we felt were important to understanding their behavior. These are listed in Table 2. Two of the authors performed all of these observations together over about 40 hours.

In the second phase, we used the actions in Table 2 to create a log of each developer’s work to facilitate our analyses. The same two authors, on separate computers, stepped through the video, cooperatively creating a single log of each action, its start and stop time, and, if relevant, a description of the code that was operated on and the user interface that was used to perform the action (for example, static dependencies could be followed using the Eclipse Open Declaration command, using one of the commands in the Java Search dialog, or manually). In addition to the actions in Table 2, we also recorded our inferences about developers’ questions and hypotheses, based on the information they investigated. To help us detect navigations of dependencies in the program, we enumerated the Paint application’s static dependencies prior to transcription. Each 70 minute video took about 3 to 4 hours to transcribe, resulting in 2,870 actions (shown by task and developer in Table 3). During this process, there were never disagreements about whether a developer action had actually occurred, but there were many cases where one author missed an action that the other found. This synchronized logging allowed us to catch many actions that would have otherwise been omitted.

Once we had created transcripts for each developer, we set out to analyze the patterns that we had observed in the first phase of our analyses. As we discuss our results in this section, we will report per-developer averages for reasonably normal distributions, as average (± standard deviation) and medians for other distributions. All time proportions that we report exclude any time spent on handling the interruptions, which accounted for an average of 22 percent (± 6) of the developers’ time.

4 RESULTS

In this section, we provide both qualitative and quantitative evidence for a number of patterns, based on about 12 hours of screen-captured video across 10 developers’ work. Our method for analyzing the videos involved two phases. In the first phase, we looked ahead in each developer’s video to find what code they inspected and modified and what behaviors they tested. Because there were only five tasks, this was enough information to determine the task they were working on. Once we determined the task, we scanned backward in the video to find the moment when

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Time on Task</th>
<th>Actions per Task for each Developer and Success on each Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCROLL</td>
<td>17 (±13) minutes</td>
<td>91 ■ 27 × 50 □ 56 × 181 □ 131 □ 6 × 27 × 13 × 63 □ 64.5 (±55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>10 (±8) minutes</td>
<td>12 ■ 94 □ 30 □ 124 □ 25 □ 42 □ 25 □ 49 □ 36 □ 57 □ 49 (±35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDO</td>
<td>6 (±5) minutes</td>
<td>13 ■ 5 □ 18 □ 17 □ 17 □ 15 □ 63 □ 66 □ 44 □ 38 □ 30 (±22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINE</td>
<td>22 (±12) minutes</td>
<td>84 □ 0 ■ 90 □ 54 □ 63 □ 0 ■ 208 □ 50 □ 72 □ 49 □ 67 (±58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THICKNESS</td>
<td>17 (±6) minutes</td>
<td>71 □ 150 □ 64 □ 70 □ 52 □ 101 □ 66 □ 103 □ 36 □ 50 □ 77 (±33)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1 Division of Labor

Table 3 lists the number of developers attempting and completing each task and the average time spent on each. Developers finished an average of 3.4 (± 0.8) tasks in 70 minutes. Almost everyone finished the YELLOW, UNDO, and THICKNESS tasks but spent most their time on the more difficult tasks, SCROLL and LINE. One developer completed all five correctly.

The bar chart shown in Fig. 3 portrays developers’ average division of labor in terms of the actions in Table 2. Developers spent about a fifth of their non-interrupted time reading code, a fifth of their time editing code, a quarter of their time performing textual searches and navigating dependencies, and a tenth of their time testing the Paint application. An average of 5 percent (± 2) of each developer’s time was spent switching and reorienting between Eclipse, the Web browser, interruptions, and Paint. Of the 6 percent (± 4) of time that was spent reading the Java APIs, nearly all of it was read in the context of the Javadoc documentation within the Web browser, despite evidence that each developer knew that documentation was accessible within Eclipse. In a few cases, developers used Google to search documentation and examples. Of course, each developer had a unique distribution of labor, as noted by the error bars. For example, some developers spent more time editing than others and correspondingly less time on other activities.

4.2 Task Structure

The activities in Fig. 3 were not independent: Before editing code, the developers had to determine what code to edit, and before determining this, they had to find it. Although all of these low-level actions were interleaved to some degree, our observations of developers’ work indicated a higher-level sequence of choosing a task to work on, searching for task-relevant information, understanding the relationships between information, and editing, duplicating, and otherwise referencing the necessary code. Because developers’ searches often failed and developers often inserted errors that had to be fixed, portions of this sequence were interleaved.

To attempt to illustrate this sequence with data, we grouped the actions listed in Table 2 into four categories: searching, navigating, editing, and other. In the first category were textual searches and reading task descriptions; in the second were static dependency navigations, switching between files, and reading API documentation to understand API dependencies; in the third were copying and editing code and indirect dependency navigations (as defined in Table 2), which occurred later in the task, once the developer had comprehended the necessary code. The remaining actions, such as testing and switching files, were categorized as other, since they were activities that seemed to occur throughout the developers’ work. We then categorized each action from the THICKNESS and YELLOW tasks (allowing us to compare an enhancement task and debugging task that all developers completed).

Using these categorizations, we plotted each developer’s action sequence, resulting in Fig. 4. The vertical axis is the category of action (we exclude the other category for clarity), and the horizontal axis is time, normalized between the start and end of work on the task. Our categorization was only an approximation: a textual search did not always indicate that the developer was looking for task relevant code, because in many instances, developers used textual search as a navigational tool to get from one place in a file to another. Within the plots, there were also several activities interleaved. For example, while determining where to add a declaration for a thickness slider, several developers also...
inspected the nearby slider event handler. Once developers had implemented a solution in both of these tasks, they often had to return and correct errors, which involved further navigations and edits later in the task.

Despite the limitations of our categorization, the plots reveal several patterns. For example, there were few early edits for the **YELLOW** task, which was a debugging task. One explanation for this may be that there was little to edit on this task until the developer determined the cause of the problem, whereas for the **THICKNESS** task, there were several things developers could edit before having a complete solution. For example, when we inspected these early **THICKNESS** edits, they were all situations in which the developers inserted a declaration for a new thickness slider, and they knew to do this because they had already worked on the **YELLOW** task and knew that a slider declaration was necessary.

### 4.3 Searching for Task Relevant Information

For most tasks, developers began by searching: Of the 48 instances of a developer beginning work on a task, 40 began with a textual search for what developers perceived to be a task-relevant identifier in the code, either manually or using one of Eclipse’s textual search tools. The remaining 8 began by browsing the files, methods, and fields in the Eclipse package explorer.

For the debugging tasks (SCROLL, YELLOW, and UNDO), developers used symptoms and surface features of the program’s failure to guide their searches. For example, eight of the nine developers who attempted the SCROLL task first resized the Paint window and noticed that the canvas was only partially painted; thus, they searched for a method with the name “paint” in it, which always resulted in the paintComponent() method of the canvas, which was not responsible for the bug. An average of 88 percent (±11) of developers’ searches led to nothing of later use in the task. These failed searches were at least partially responsible for the average of 25 (±9) minutes of their time (about 36 percent) spent inspecting irrelevant code. That no one identifier in the code could fully represent the code’s purpose is generally called the **vocabulary problem** [21]. The cost of these incorrect guesses in the debugging tasks demonstrates how much the developers’ early perceptions of relevance impacted their work.

When developers began the enhancement tasks (LINE and THICKNESS), their investigations of the source code were driven by a search for extension points in the code. For example, five of the developers began the THICKNESS task by searching for how the other sliders were implemented, and duplicating the code, three learned how to create an action object for the thickness slider, and two began by searching for how the stroke thickness might be set, investigating the PaintObject and PaintCanvas classes. Of the eight developers who attempted the LINE task, three began by inspecting how the pencil and eraser tools were implemented, eventually copying one of them, two began by investigating how the application created paint objects from the mouse events, two began by investigating the Action objects defined by for the pencil and eraser tools, and one began by investigating how to render lines.

### 4.4 Forming Perceptions of Relevance

The process that developers used to determine the relevance of code or information involved several levels of engagement with information and several types of cues to which developers attended in order to decide whether to continue comprehending some information. For example, a common progression in our observations was as follows: A developer would look at the name of a file in the package explorer in order to judge its relevance. If it looked interesting, he would hover over the file icon with the mouse and possibly select (but not open) the icon. At this point, if he thought the name seemed relevant, he double-clicked on the icon to open the file, or expanded the node in the package explorer in order to inspect its contents. Developers who expanded the explorer node hovered over the names of methods and fields, looking for relevant identifiers, whereas developers who opened the file tended to scroll through the file, skimming the code for identifiers that looked relevant or comments that might explain the intent of the file. If developers found a method or algorithm of interest, they would inspect it more closely, sometimes even selecting the text of the code repeatedly.

The user interfaces that Eclipse provided for summarizing code, such as the package explorer and search tools, determined the structure of these investigations. For example, Eclipse’s package explorer allowed developers to consider file names and identifiers before looking at more detailed information. Had these interfaces not been available, developers would have had to open many more files and look at more information before finding what they believed to be relevant code. One problem with these summaries was that they were often misrepresentative of the content. The most glaring examples of this in our data involved misleading names. For example, when developers worked on the **YELLOW** task, half of them first inspected the PencilPaint class, but the file that was actually relevant was the generically named PaintWindow.

### 4.5 Types of Relevance

There were several types of relevant information. Developers found code to edit and returned to it after referencing other information. In the enhancement tasks, developers found code to duplicate, returning to it for reference after they had made changes to their copy of it. The developers also looked for code that helped them understand the intent and behavior of some other relevant code. For example, developers sought the documentation on the constructors of the JSlider class because they did not know how the various integer arguments would be interpreted. The developers spent time investigating helper classes, such as PaintObjectConstructor, to help them understand the purpose of other code they had to duplicate or modify. The developers also looked for code to reference, to help determine the appropriate design for some implementation. For example, when working on the THICKNESS task, all of the developers examined the way that the author of the Paint application had instantiated and added existing user interface components in order to guide their own implementation. Of course, there may be other types of relevance that we did not observe in our study.
Developers’ proportions of each type of dependency navigation are given in Table 4. Developers tended to make these indirect navigations later indirectly related by two or more static dependencies. Most recent value. These were program elements that were going from a variable’s use to the method that computed its most recent value. These were program elements that were indirectly related by two or more static dependencies. Developers tended to make these indirect navigations later in each task, as seen in the “editing” phases in Fig. 4. Developers’ proportions of each type of dependency navigation are given in Table 4.

An average of 58 percent (±20) of developers’ navigations were of direct dependencies. Though every developer used Eclipse’s support for navigating these direct dependencies (the Open Declaration command and Java Search dialog) at least once, only two developers used the tools more than once, and only then for an average of 4 (±2) navigations. Instead, they used less sophisticated tools such as the find and replace dialog. There are several possible reasons why they chose to use these less accurate tools. Using the Java Search dialog required filling in many details and iterating through the search results. Then, in using both the Java Search and Open Declaration tools, new tabs were often opened, incurring the future cost of visually searching through and closing the new tabs if the files they represented did not contain relevant information. The developers used the find and replace dialog for an average of 8 (±6) of their navigations of direct relationships, and spent an average of 9 (±5) seconds iterating through matches before finding a relevant reference. Also, in the six cases of using the dialog, developers did not notice that “wrap search” was unchecked and were led to believe that the file had no occurrences of the string. One developer spent six minutes searching for a name elsewhere before finding that there were several uses in the original file.

Many of the developers’ direct navigations involved navigating between multiple code fragments. We inspected each developer’s transcript and video and flagged each direct navigation that returned to a recently viewed location. Overall, an average of 27 percent (±13) of the developers’ navigations of direct dependencies returned to code recently navigated from. When inspecting these returns in the videos, some were comparisons, in which developers went back and forth between related code multiple times. Of course, since all developers used a single editing window, developers had to navigate back and visually search for their previous location, costing an average of 9 (±7) seconds each time accumulating to 2 (±1) minutes per developer overall. Eclipse support for navigating back to the previous cursor position rarely helped, because developers rarely went directly back to the most recent location, but to some less recent location.

An average of 42 percent (±20) of the developers’ navigations were of indirect dependencies (this proportion may be even higher, given the difficulty of detecting them in the videos). Because Eclipse’s support for navigating direct dependencies was unhelpful for these, the developers used the scroll bars, page up and down keys, the package explorer and the file tabs instead. When navigating within a file using the scroll bars, scroll wheel, or page up and down keys, the developers had to perform visual searches for their targets, costing each developer, on average, a total of 10 (±4) minutes. Three developers avoided this overhead by using Eclipse’s bookmarks to mark task-relevant code but then always ended up having more than two bookmarks to choose from and could not recall what code each one represented. This required clicking on each bookmark, which was no faster than their average scrolling time. Bookmarks also incurred the “cleanup” costs of their later removal when starting a new task. To navigate indirect relationships that were between files, the developers had to use the package explorer and the file tabs. When several tabs were open (as in Fig. 5), developers could not read the file.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependency Type</th>
<th>% of All</th>
<th>Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implicit dependencies</td>
<td>42% (±20)</td>
<td>Find dialog, tabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class’s declaration</td>
<td>10% (±4)</td>
<td>Open decl., package explorer, tabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses of a variable</td>
<td>10% (±5)</td>
<td>Java search, find dialog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calls to a method</td>
<td>8% (±6)</td>
<td>Java search, find dialog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable’s declaration</td>
<td>8% (±4)</td>
<td>Open decl., find dialog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses of var’s new value</td>
<td>7% (±4)</td>
<td>Find dialog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method’s declaration</td>
<td>6% (±4)</td>
<td>Open decl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement assigning var</td>
<td>5% (±5)</td>
<td>Find dialog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses of this class</td>
<td>4% (±3)</td>
<td>Java search, find dialog</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6 Navigating Dependencies of Relevant Information

After reading a segment of code, developers explored the code’s incoming and outgoing dependencies. During this exploration, developers generally followed the static relationships listed in Table 4. Overall, each developer navigated an average of 65 (±18) dependencies over their 70-minute sessions; these were inferred during our transcription process, since few of them used Eclipse’s navigation commands. There were two types of dependency navigations that we transcribed. Some were direct dependencies that could be determined by static analyses, such as going from a variable’s use to its declaration, or from a method’s header to an invocation of the method. The other type of navigation was of indirect dependencies, such as going from a variable’s use to the method that computed its most recent value. These were program elements that were indirectly related by two or more static dependencies. Developers tended to make these indirect navigations later in each task, as seen in the “editing” phases in Fig. 4. Developers’ proportions of each type of dependency navigation are given in Table 4.

An average of 58 percent (±20) of developers’ navigations were of direct dependencies. Though every developer used Eclipse’s support for navigating these direct dependencies (the Open Declaration command and Java Search dialog) at least once, only two developers used the tools more than once, and only then for an average of 4 (±2) navigations. Instead, they used less sophisticated tools such as the find and replace dialog. There are several possible reasons why they chose to use these less accurate tools. Using the Java Search dialog required filling in many details and iterating through the search results. Then, in using both the Java Search and Open Declaration tools, new tabs were often opened, incurring the future cost of visually searching through and closing the new tabs if the files they represented did not contain relevant information. The developers used the find and replace dialog for an average of 8 (±6) of their navigations of direct relationships, and spent an average of 9 (±5) seconds iterating through matches before finding a relevant reference. Also, in the six cases of using the dialog, developers did not notice that “wrap search” was unchecked and were led to believe that the file had no occurrences of the string. One developer spent six minutes searching for a name elsewhere before finding that there were several uses in the original file.

Many of the developers’ direct navigations involved navigating between multiple code fragments. We inspected each developer’s transcript and video and flagged each direct navigation that returned to a recently viewed location. Overall, an average of 27 percent (±13) of the developers’ navigations of direct dependencies returned to code recently navigated from. When inspecting these returns in the videos, some were comparisons, in which developers went back and forth between related code multiple times. Of course, since all developers used a single editing window, developers had to navigate back and visually search for their previous location, costing an average of 9 (±7) seconds each time accumulating to 2 (±1) minutes per developer overall. Eclipse support for navigating back to the previous cursor position rarely helped, because developers rarely went directly back to the most recent location, but to some less recent location.

An average of 42 percent (±20) of the developers’ navigations were of indirect dependencies (this proportion may be even higher, given the difficulty of detecting them in the videos). Because Eclipse’s support for navigating direct dependencies was unhelpful for these, the developers used the scroll bars, page up and down keys, the package explorer and the file tabs instead. When navigating within a file using the scroll bars, scroll wheel, or page up and down keys, the developers had to perform visual searches for their targets, costing each developer, on average, a total of 10 (±4) minutes. Three developers avoided this overhead by using Eclipse’s bookmarks to mark task-relevant code but then always ended up having more than two bookmarks to choose from and could not recall what code each one represented. This required clicking on each bookmark, which was no faster than their average scrolling time. Bookmarks also incurred the “cleanup” costs of their later removal when starting a new task. To navigate indirect relationships that were between files, the developers had to use the package explorer and the file tabs. When several tabs were open (as in Fig. 5), developers could not read the file.
names because they were displayed in abbreviated form and many shared the common prefix of “Paint” in their name. If the package explorer had several expanded nodes (as in Fig. 5), the developers had to scroll to find their targets. Overall, this overhead cost each developer 5 (± 1) minutes.

An average of 34 percent (± 23) of developers’ navigations of indirect relationships returned to a code fragment that was recently inspected. When investigating these navigations in the videos, nearly all seemed to be for the purpose of juxtaposing a set of code fragments while editing many dependent fragments. In each of these cases, the developers searched for an average of 10 seconds (± 14) before finding their target, costing an average of about 2 (± 1) minutes of visual search per developer. Although Eclipse supports viewing multiple files side by side, placing any more than two files side by side would have incurred the interactive overhead of horizontal scrolling within each of the views.

4.7 Representing Task Contexts
The developers kept track of relevant code and information in numerous ways. They used the package explorer and file tabs to keep track of files that contained relevant information. Each file’s scroll bars and text caret helped temporarily mark the most recent relevant segment of code. Two of the 10 developers used bookmarks to mark a line of code. In some cases, the developers even used the undo stack in order to access earlier versions of code they had since modified. Outside of Eclipse, the developers also used the Windows taskbar to keep track of running applications, and the Web browser’s scroll bars to mark relevant sections of documentation. Two of the developers used paper notes to write down important information, such as method names. These interfaces essentially “cached” the efforts of developers’ prior navigations by keeping track of the relevant information they had found, helping a developer to collect a set of relevant information (their task context).

Although these interfaces were helpful, they were far from perfect. The scroll bars only helped developers remember the most recent relevant section of code in a file, and as soon as they moved it, the mark was lost. Five developers temporarily left the line and scroll tasks to work on easier tasks, but because part of their task context was represented by the open file tabs and the state of the package explorer (see Fig. 5), they often lost their task context when closing tabs or package explorer nodes to make space for information relevant to the new task. When developers returned to their earlier task, they spent an average of 60 seconds (± 28) recovering their task contexts. Furthermore, tabs opened during previous tasks made it more difficult to find relevant tabs, because the tab names were truncated (as seen in Fig. 5). One problem with the package explorer was that developers often found a relevant method or field in a file, but to use the explorer to navigate to it, they had to keep the whole file expanded. For example, the developers used the explorer to navigate to pencilAction for reference during the line task (shown in Fig. 5), but in doing so, they also had to show all of the irrelevant code in action.java.

4.8 Variations in Developers’ Task Contexts
It was unlikely that the developers in the study would all find the same code relevant to a task, since each of the developers did the tasks in different orders and had different levels of experience with Java and the Swing API. This led to several questions:

- What information did all developers find relevant, and how did it relate to the code that was actually relevant to a task?
- How did developers’ task contexts differ?
- How often did developers return to code they perceived as relevant?
- What granularity of information did developers deem relevant?

To answer these questions, we needed to know what code developers thought was relevant and what code they did not. Because we did not have this information — and developers may not have even explicitly formed this knowledge—we decided to approximate it by looking for developer actions that might indicate a developer’s decision that some code or information was relevant. Because of evidence that there were several stages involved in forming perceptions of relevance, we chose to ignore the more preliminary decisions of relevance, such as opening a file or reading a method, and instead focus on more final indicators: 1) editing a code fragment, 2) navigating a dependency from a particular line of code, and 3) dwelling on API documentation found as a result of reading a particular identifier in a particular line of code. Although each of these indicators are not without uncertainty, they allowed us to approximate the set of code fragments that each developer may have thought relevant. Unfortunately, we do not know what developers would have actually chosen, and so we cannot assess the error in our approximation.

We used these three indicators to select a subset of actions from developers’ thickness and line tasks that suggested decisions of relevance. We chose these two tasks because they required the greatest amount of code to write and modify in order to successfully complete, but also because most developers finished them. By looking for indicators such as the text caret and mouse cursor movement and text selections in the video, we determined the source code lines or other information that the developer may have decided were relevant. In most cases, this information was just a single line, but others were sequences of lines and, more rarely, a whole method. After this analysis, we had approximations of each developers’ task contexts for the thickness and line tasks, and the sequence of their formation.

The resulting sets of relevant information are shown for all 10 developers in Table 5. The first column is the developer ID, and the second and fourth columns contain the number of relevant lines for the thickness and line tasks, respectively, the files they were in (in order of decreasing number of relevant lines), and also the number of times relevant code was returned to. The third and fifth columns list the amount of time each developer spent on the
tasks. The minimum number of lines to successfully complete each task was 12 for **THICKNESS** and 15 for **LINE**.

What information did all developers find relevant, and how did it relate to the code that was actually relevant to a task? In general, successful developers’ relevant information included the parts of the program that were part of the solutions described in Table 1. For example, everyone found similar segments of the **PaintWindow** class’s constructor method relevant, because that was the place where the user interface was constructed and, thus, where the thickness slider would be added. Everyone who was successful at creating a line tool found the **Actions** class relevant, because that class had to be modified to include an action for the line tool radio button.

How did the developers’ task contexts differ? One way was in how much information they deemed relevant. For the **THICKNESS** task, the developers deemed an average of 33 (±9) lines relevant, and for **LINE**, a median of 14 lines, not including the **LinePaint** class that each developer wrote, which was generally about 20 lines. For both of these tasks, this was about 7 percent of the 508 lines in the whole program. Note that this is less than the standard 40 lines visible in an Eclipse editor or other standard code editor, but in none of these editors is it possible to show these exact lines together in a single view. The developers also differed in the kind of information they found relevant. For example, many developers consulted documentation on the **JSlider** class, and many looked for examples on how to use the class. Other differences seemed due to strategy. For example, the developers differed on which lines of the **PencilPaint** class were relevant to the **THICKNESS** task because some noticed the **setThickness()** method, but those that did not changed the rendering algorithm instead. Other differences were due to prior understanding of the program; for example, some developers on the **THICKNESS** task only looked at the few files necessary to modify, possibly because they learned about other information in earlier tasks. Others indicated part of almost every file relevant, possibly because they needed or wanted to understand more about how the strokes were being generated and rendered.

How often did developers return to code they perceived as relevant? For the **THICKNESS** task, developers returned an average of 18 (±9) times to code that we transcribed as relevant, and for the **LINE** task, an average of 12 (±9) times.

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Relevant Information for <strong>THICKNESS</strong></th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Relevant Information for <strong>LINE</strong></th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>36 lines from <strong>PaintWindow</strong>, <strong>EraserPaint</strong>, and <strong>PencilPaint</strong>, and the <strong>JSlider</strong> documentation. Returned to relevant code 14 times across 3 files.</td>
<td>17 min</td>
<td>(failed) 34 lines from <strong>PencilPaint</strong>, <strong>PaintObjectConstructor</strong>, <strong>PaintWindow</strong>, <strong>PaintObject</strong>, <strong>PaintCanvas</strong>, the <strong>LinePaint</strong> class created and documentation on <strong>JFrame</strong> and <strong>graphic</strong>. Returned to relevant code 6 times across 3 files.</td>
<td>26 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>50 lines from the <strong>PaintWindow</strong>, <strong>PencilPaint</strong>, <strong>PaintObject</strong>, and <strong>EraserPaint</strong>, the <strong>JSlider</strong> documentation, the <strong>SliderDemo.java</strong> example code, and <strong>JavaDoc</strong> on <strong>ChangeListener</strong>. Returned to relevant code 39 times across 3 files.</td>
<td>29 min</td>
<td>(didn’t attempt)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>36 lines from <strong>PaintWindow</strong>, <strong>PencilPaint</strong>, <strong>Actions</strong>, and <strong>PaintObjectConstructor</strong>. Returned to relevant code 15 times across 2 files.</td>
<td>16 min</td>
<td>13 lines from <strong>Actions</strong>, <strong>PaintWindow</strong>, <strong>PaintObject</strong>, and <strong>PaintObjectConstructor</strong>, and the <strong>LinePaint</strong> class created. Returned to relevant code 15 times across 3 files.</td>
<td>25 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>41 lines from <strong>PaintWindow</strong>, <strong>PaintObjectConstructor</strong>, and the new <strong>LineThickness</strong> class created. Returned to relevant code 23 times across 2 files.</td>
<td>11 min</td>
<td>12 lines from <strong>Actions</strong> and <strong>PaintWindow</strong>, and the <strong>LinePaint</strong> class created. Returned to relevant code 11 times across 3 files.</td>
<td>16 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>18 lines from <strong>PaintWindow</strong> and <strong>EraserPaint</strong>, and the <strong>JSlider</strong> documentation. Returned to relevant code 10 times across 1 file.</td>
<td>8 min</td>
<td>16 lines from <strong>PaintWindow</strong>, <strong>PaintObjectConstructor</strong>, <strong>PaintCanvas</strong>, and <strong>Actions</strong>, and the <strong>LinePaint</strong> class created. Returned to relevant code 6 times across 2 files.</td>
<td>30 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>27 lines from <strong>PaintWindow</strong>, <strong>PaintCanvas</strong>, and <strong>PaintObjectConstructor</strong>. Returned to relevant code 19 times across 1 file.</td>
<td>21 min</td>
<td>(didn’t attempt)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>29 lines from <strong>PaintWindow</strong>, <strong>PaintObjectConstructor</strong>, and <strong>EraserPaint</strong>, and the <strong>JSlider</strong> documentation. Returned to relevant code 13 times across 3 files.</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td>(failed) 19 lines from <strong>Actions</strong>, <strong>PaintCanvas</strong>, <strong>PaintObjectController</strong>, <strong>PaintWindow</strong>, <strong>PaintObjectConstructor</strong> and <strong>PaintObject:</strong> the <strong>LinePaint</strong> class created; and the <strong>Rectangle2D.Double</strong> and <strong>Rectangle</strong> classes. Returned to relevant code 32 times across 4 files.</td>
<td>47 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>31 lines from <strong>PaintWindow</strong>, <strong>EraserPaint</strong>, <strong>LinePaint</strong> (created in a previous task), and <strong>PaintObjectConstructor</strong>. Returned to relevant code 16 times across 3 files.</td>
<td>35 min</td>
<td>11 lines from <strong>Actions</strong>, <strong>PaintWindow</strong>, <strong>PaintObject</strong>, and the <strong>LinePaint</strong> class created. Returned to relevant code 3 times across 1 file.</td>
<td>12 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>26 lines from <strong>PaintWindow</strong> and <strong>EraserPaint</strong>. Returned to relevant code 7 times across 1 file.</td>
<td>11 min</td>
<td>13 lines from <strong>Actions</strong>, <strong>PaintWindow</strong>, and <strong>PaintObjectConstructor</strong>, and the <strong>LinePaint</strong> class created. Returned to relevant code 15 times across 3 files.</td>
<td>20 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>33 lines from <strong>PaintWindow</strong> and <strong>PaintObjectConstructor</strong>. Returned to relevant code 22 times across 1 file.</td>
<td>11 min</td>
<td>18 lines from <strong>Actions</strong>, <strong>PaintWindow</strong>, <strong>PaintObjectConstructor</strong>, <strong>PaintObject</strong>, and <strong>PencilPaint</strong>, and the <strong>LinePaint</strong> class created. Returned to relevant code 9 times across 3 files.</td>
<td>13 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Not only does the magnitude of these numbers give some validity to our measurements of perceived relevance, but it also reinforces our earlier findings of navigational bottlenecks in the Eclipse user interface (Section 4.6). There was no linear relationship between the time that a developer spent on a task and the number of relevant lines of code deemed relevant. There was a linear relationship between time on task and the number of returns on the THICKNESS task ($R^2 = .65, F = 17.8, p < .005$), but not for LINE. This difference may be explained by that fact that the most of the new code required for the LINE task was contained within a single method, unlike the THICKNESS task.

Although our method of deciding what code a developer deemed relevant biased the granularity of the relevant information, we can infer from the videos the higher level structures that developers may have thought relevant. Most of the developers' relevant information were single statements or pairs of statements; however, there were also several small subsections of the PaintWindow constructor that developers indicated as relevant. The developers indicated several whole methods as relevant, but these were generally getters, setters, and other simple methods. The developers rarely indicated the whole body of more complicated methods as relevant.

### 4.9 Impact of Interruptions

In order to understand the impact of interruptions, we analyzed all of the situations in which developers were interrupted and compared what the developers were doing before the interruptions to what they were doing after. Interruptions had an impact on the developers' work only when two conditions were true: 1) an important task state was not externalized into the environment at the time of acknowledging the interruption and 2) developers could not recall the state after returning from the interruption. The developers were very careful to externalize important task states before acknowledging the interruption. For example, in every case where a developer was interrupted while he was performing an edit, whether large or small, the developer always completed the edit before acknowledging the interruption. This was even the case when one developer had just copied the entire PencilPaint class in an effort to convert it into a new LinePaint class: Before acknowledging the interruption, he modified the class name, constructor name, commented out the old rendering algorithm, and wrote a comment about an implementation strategy for the new algorithm. In other cases where the task state was stored implicitly in Eclipse, developers forgot to externalize the state. For example, seven developers were interrupted just after repairing a syntax error but just before saving the changes. If they had saved, it would have caused Eclipse to incrementally compile and remove the syntax error feedback. Because they did not save, when they returned from interruptions, they often saw the underlined syntax error, and tried to repair the already valid code. In these seven cases, developers spent an average of 38 seconds before they realized that Eclipse’s feedback about the syntax errors was out of date because they had not invoked the incremental compiler (more recent versions of Eclipse have rectified this problem).

### 5 Limitations

#### 5.1 Measurement Error

Many of our findings were based on subjective interpretations of the developers’ behaviors, so it is important to characterize the sources of error in our measurements and their impact on our findings. All of the data reported in this paper was based on our transcription of developers’ actions. To assess the error rate in this transcription, we randomly sampled three task sequences from different developers and carefully compared them to the videos. This revealed three omitted dependency navigation actions and three transcription errors out of 108 actions. Therefore, one estimate of the error rate in our data would be about 5 percent. In general, these errors were not due to disagreements about whether an action had occurred or what type of action it was, but rather to the high level of difficulty of coding particular actions. For example, it was easy to identify application switching and code editing, but more difficult to identify dependency navigations.

This error rate affects a number of our results. The statistics in Fig. 3 would likely be impacted. For example, if we missed 5 percent of dependency navigations, there would probably be an average of 68 navigations per participant instead of 65. This would then impact the estimate of the time spent reading code, which was generally the default category when we observed no other actions. Our transcription error rate also impacts our proportion estimates of kinds of navigations (Table 4), and likely increases the number of navigations that were coded as returns (Section 4.6), which would increase the amount of time we estimated developers spent doing visual searches and scrolling. Because our transcription errors were omissions, most of the raw numbers we reported would simply increase, so our interpretations remain the same.

Another source of error are the time measurements, which were coded from time stamps in the videos, which were recorded by the second. Therefore, the time spent on each task could change slightly, and the durations that we reported would then have an error of $\pm 2$ seconds, which could cause minor changes in our estimates. Despite this source of error, the error is likely to be distributed throughout our measurements, and so it likely impacts all of our data equally.

The estimates of code that developers deemed relevant in Section 4.8 are another potential source of error. These estimates were conservative in the sense that they were only based on explicit actions taken by the developers; we did not attempt to identify code that developers may have thought relevant but made no explicit action to indicate. Therefore, developers may have deemed many more lines relevant, but probably not fewer. Furthermore, relevance is not necessarily discrete; if asked, developers may just indicate a general area of a source file.

#### 5.2 External Validity

Because this was a lab study, there are obvious limitations on our study’s external validity. First, the size and complexity of the Paint program is not representative of most heavily maintained software systems. This may have
led us to observe work strategies that are dramatically different from those when developers face hundreds of thousands of lines of code, rather than hundreds. Our hypothesis is that the general strategies that developers used in our study would still be present in these situations, but particular activities, such as searching for relevant code and navigating dependencies, might require different tools and occur at different time scales (for example, developers would probably not use the package explorer to navigate among thousands of items). This is partially confirmed by some of the findings of Robillard et al.’s study of the medium-sized JEdit application [45], but it should be further investigated in larger systems. In addition to the program itself, the tasks that we designed could be called “quick fix” maintenance tasks, which may have a different character than other methods of software maintenance, such as agile methods or methods based on impact analysis. The tasks were also primarily GUI tasks and it is unknown whether developers’ strategies differ for less visual programs. The lack of comments in the source code in our study are another limitation, especially given the importance of information cues suggested by our results. Had these cues existed, we may have seen more successful searches and less navigation.

The limited size of our sample and the limited experience of the developers in the sample both limit our study’s generalizability. It may be the case that even within this population, there are variations in strategies that we did not observe because of our small sample. The developers with more experience in industry may be different because of their work context and depth of experience. The developers who work in teams may have different strategies for maintaining code that do not involve the sequence of high-level activities that we observed in our study. For example, it may be the case that, rather than searching to find relevant code, developers seek out a colleague they know to be more experienced for a particular aspect of the software and obtain hints about relevant code. Furthermore, because developers were unfamiliar with the code, our results may not generalize to collaborative situations in which developers are quite familiar with the code they are responsible for maintaining. Further studies of maintenance work are required to verify the generalizability of our findings in these contexts.

Our investigation only considered one programming language and one development environment. Some of our findings would obviously be different if other languages and environments were used. For example, the dependencies that developers navigated depended on the types of dependencies expressible in Java (although most widely used languages are quite similar). The user interfaces that developers used to represent their task context would likely differ in command-line environments. For example, perhaps developers who use command-line tools are better able to keep their task context in memory and are less reliant on their tools. Or perhaps they use different tools as memory aids, which have a different influence on the developers’ work.

The time constraints we imposed were also somewhat artificial. For example, there may have been little incentive for developers to deeply investigate any problem on the Web or with a debugger because they may have felt pressured to complete all of the tasks in the 70 minutes. Furthermore, they may have felt unable to leave their work and focus on some other nondevelopment task, such as learning about the Swing API for future use; this may have impacted their problem solving efficacy, given evidence that time away from difficult problems can help people change their mindsets and conceive of new solutions [2].

The interruptions in the study were also artificial in several ways. No interruption was more or less useful to acknowledge than another; in reality, some interruptions are beneficial [22]. Furthermore, no interruption was more or less valuable socially; interruptions by friends and family may have caused developers to acknowledge interruptions without first externalizing important task state, possibly leading to errors. Finally, all of the interruptions took a similar amount of time; in the real world, some interruptions can be hours or days long.

Our limitation of the screen resolution to \(1,024 \times 768\) could have been the source of many of the interactive bottlenecks that we observed in our data. It is possible that with a larger screen resolution, many of these effects would disappear or be lessened. However, while more space would leave more room for file tabs and result in fewer off-screen code fragments, this could have easily introduced issues with screen real estate management, replacing one interactive bottleneck with another.

6 IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY

We believe that our findings about developers’ search strategies (Section 4.3), the importance of the user interface in perceptions of relevance (Section 4.4), the frequency with which developers returned to certain fragments of code (Section 4.6), and the variation in developers’ task contexts (Section 4.8) call for a new model of program understanding. Our model describes program understanding as a process of searching, relating, and collecting relevant information, all by forming perceptions of relevance from cues in the programming environment.

To help explain this model, suppose we consider a program and its metadata such as comments and documentation as a graph consisting of individual fragments of information as nodes, and all possible relationships between information (calls, uses, declares, defines, etc.) as edges. In this representation, the code relevant to a particular task will be one of many possible subgraphs of this graph, with the particular subgraph for a developer depending on the implementation strategy, the developer’s experience and expertise, and other factors. Using this representation, we can think of a developer’s program understanding process as described in Fig. 6. A developer begins a task by looking for a node in the graph that seems relevant (searching). To do so, they use cues throughout the development environment, such as identifier names, comments, and documentation, to form perceptions about the relevance of information. Once a developer has found what is perceived to be a relevant node, the developer attempts to understand the node by relating it to dependent nodes (relating). Because each node in the graph could have a vast
number of related nodes, the developer uses cues in the programming environment to determine which relationship seems most relevant. After choosing and navigating a relationship, the developer may investigate nodes related to the new node, and so on, or return to a previous node. If, at any point in this cycle of relating, the developer believes there are no more relevant cues, the developer drops out of the relating cycle and goes back to searching for a new node to comprehend. As this searching and relating continues, the developer gathers any nodes that seem necessary for completing the task, whether for editing, reference, or other purposes (collecting). If, at any point, the developer believes that the nodes that have been collected are sufficient to implement a solution for the task, the developer drops out of this understanding process altogether and focuses on the information collected to implement a solution. Problems during this implementation process then may lead to further search, relate, and collect activities.

Within this model, two factors are central to a developer’s success: 1) the environment must provide clear and representative cues for the developer to judge the relevance of information, and 2) the environment must also provide a reliable way to collect the information the developer deems relevant. If an environment does not provide good cues, it may lead to fruitless investigations; if an environment does not provide an effective way to collect information, the developer will have to retrace his steps to locate information that has already been found.

Our model of program understanding is directly informed by information foraging theory [40], which posits that people adapt their strategies and environment to maximize gains of valuable information per unit cost. It proposes that a central mechanism of this adaptation is information scent: the imperfect “perception of the value, cost, or access path of information sources obtained from proximal cues.” In general, these cues include artifacts such as hyperlinks on a Web page or graphical icons in a toolbar. In software development environments, they include the names of program elements, comments, the source file names, and so on. Information foraging theory may suggest more rigorous explanations of how developers might form their perceptions of relevance, so future work should further investigate its relationship to our model.

With regard to existing models of program understanding, our model is largely consistent with their predictions; the difference is that our model suggests a lower-level explanation of developers’ actions than prior work. For example, many models have argued that developers begin with questions and form hypotheses [8], [27], [49]; this corresponds to the searching part of our model, in which developers ask “What is relevant?” and use cues to both form and test hypotheses about what is relevant. Other models have focused on high-level strategic differences, such as whether developers understand programs from the top down or bottom up [12], [32], [49], and whether they use systematic or as-needed strategies [29]; recent work on these issues tend to suggest that developers do all of these [45]. Under our model, a top-down strategy involves choosing a high-level node and following more specific dependencies; a bottom-up strategy is just the reverse. An as-needed strategy might involve many short paths through this graph, whereas a systematic strategy would likely involve longer and more consistent paths. Our model allows for all of these possibilities and predicts that the particular strategy chosen depends on the cues provided in the environment. Models of knowledge formation during program understanding [35], [51], which have suggested that a developer’s mental model consists of relationships between code elements and the purpose and intent of these elements, are consistent with our description of knowledge as the combination of paths that a developer has traversed in a program over time and their existing knowledge. Finally, because our model describes a pattern of activity that is fundamentally driven by cues offered by the environment and the developers’ perceptions of their relevance, it is also consistent with research on the influence of the visual representation of code on program understanding [3], [23], [33], [48].

7 Implications for Tools

While no single navigational problem in any of the developers’ activities incurred dramatic overhead, overall, navigation was a significant component of developers’ time. The total time developers spent recovering task contexts, iterating through search results, returning from navigations, and navigating between indirect dependencies within and between files was, on average, 19 minutes (35 percent of the time not spent answering interruptions). While much of this navigation was a necessary part of the developers’ work, some of it was simply overhead, and, as we have seen, many of the navigations were repeated navigations that might have been avoided had more helpful tools been available. Although tools are only part of the complex
nature of software engineering work, it is worthwhile to
discuss how they might impact developers’ day-to-day
efforts.

7.1 Helping Developers Search More Effectively

Much of the navigational overhead in our study was
carried by the developers’ use of inadequate or mis-
representative cues in the development environment to
guide searches (Section 4.3). One approach to alleviating
this is to provide better relevance cues. Some studies
suggest that the most important information in under-
standing code is its \textit{purpose} and \textit{intent} [30]. For example, a
method named \texttt{paintComponent} likely does something close
to what it describes. Although our data suggests that
names are an important way to indicate purpose, names can
also be misleading, causing developers to form invalid
perceptions of relevance. Comments are a common means
of conveying intent and, perhaps, if written well and kept
up to date, would be more indicative of purpose and intent.
Imagine, for example, if the Eclipse package explorer
annotated each file icon with a brief description of its
purpose, extracted from Javadoc documentation. Another
idea would be to annotate the icons with the number of
other files using the code in the file to help a developer
know how “important” the code is to a project, much like
ranking is computed in search engines. Future work should
investigate other types of information that correlate with the
relevance of information.

Another approach is to provide more \textit{layers} of cues
before a developer has to read the code or information
in full. For example, rather than having to double-click an icon
representing a method in the package explorer in order to
see its code, hovering over the icon might show its header
comments or highlight all of the files in the project that use
the file being hovered over. These extra layers would help
developers decide that information was irrelevant earlier,
without having to inspect the information in full.

Tools such as Hipikat have tried to \textit{automatically} find
potentially relevant code for developers to inspect [13].
However, because the recommendations are based on a
developers’ investigation activities or their current location
in the code, when the developer is investigating irrelevant
code, these tools may recommend more \textit{irrelevant} code.
Furthermore, the relevance cues in these recommendations
are misleading, since these systems present the names of
program elements. Recommender systems such as these
should be further studied in order to understand their
impact on the developers’ perceptions of relevance.

7.2 Helping Developers Relate Information More
Efficiently

Once developers found relevant code, our observations
suggest that they began navigating its dependencies, using
relevance cues in the programming environment to decide
whether to continue investigating and, if so, what depend-
dency to navigate. One reason that developers did not use
Eclipse navigation commands to perform these navigations
is the overhead that they incurred by opening new tabs and
requiring a return navigation. One way to reduce this
overhead is to make dependency navigations more \textit{provi-
sional}. For example, nearly one-fifth of developers’ time was
spent reading code within a fixed view in the Eclipse editor
(Section 4.1), so it could be helpful to highlight dependencies
in the code automatically based on the current text caret
position or text selection (Eclipse does have basic support for
this, but it must be invoked). The developers also spent a lot of
time going back and forth between related code (Section 4.6),
so interaction techniques that allow developers to \textit{glance} at
related code could be helpful. Tools such as FEAT [42]
might be a good place to start, by replacing the context
menus used to inspect dependencies with something that
requires fewer steps.

7.3 Helping Developers Collect Information More
Reliably

Collecting information was central to the developers’
success, but developers currently have a limited number
of ways to do it. Each has its own flaws: Memorizing
information tends to be unreliable [1]; writing it down is
reliable, slow, imprecise, and requires developers to
renavigate to relevant code; and, finally, using the
interactive state in Eclipse was precise, but unreliable
(Section 4.7). None of these approaches help developers
compare information side by side, which our study
suggests was quite important (Section 4.6).

The mockup in Fig. 7 illustrates one way that these
fragments could be collected and viewed. In this hypo-
theitical situation, the developer has already found all of the
code he thinks is relevant, and he has just copied the
\texttt{rSlider} setup code in order to create code to add a
thickness slider. He is in the middle of changing \texttt{rSlider}
to \texttt{tSlider} in the duplicated code. The basic concept of the
workspace is to provide a single place for developers to
to view \textit{all} relevant information for a single maintenance task
side by side, in order to eliminate much of the navigational
overhead that we observed in our study. In the rest of this
section, we will describe the features portrayed in our
conceptual workspace.

One issue with collection tools is how the workspace
\textit{refers} to code and metadata internally. For example, some
tools have used a \textit{virtual file}, which allows developers to
combine a set of line ranges [41] or methods [9] and edit it
as if it were a single file. Robillard proposed the concept of a
\textit{concern graph} [43], which represents information as a set of
relationships between program elements (such as \texttt{declares}
and \texttt{subclasses} relationships). This approach is more robust
to changes to a program, but the tradeoff is that arbitrary
subparts of the smallest granularity element (such as parts
of a method) cannot be referenced (FEAT can reference the
\texttt{calls} and \texttt{uses} of a method, but not arbitrary lines of code).
The representation we envision in the workspace in Fig. 7
would involve \texttt{regions} of code that one could imagine a
developer circling on a code printout; this approach might
better match the granularity in which developers think
about code.

The interaction technique that developers might use to
\textit{add} information to this workspace, once found, largely
depends on the representation used to refer to the
information (if information is collected as lines of code,
for example, the interaction technique must allow develop-
opers to select lines). However, it must also be simple
enough that developers can quickly specify the relevant
information and continue with their task, uninhibited. Tools proposed in the past have tended to be heavyweight. For example, Desert [41] requires users to know the line numbers beforehand and enter them manually. FEAT [42] requires users to navigate a program by its relationships and add "relations" to a concern graph through a contextual menu, which is a somewhat oblique way for a developer to say "this code is important to me." To add information to our workspace, developers could use a keyboard shortcut to add a single line, and possibly a gesturing technique with the mouse to circle the relevant code and its surrounding context. This would be quite similar to the snapshots of code that developers claim they see when trying to recall the shape and location of familiar code [39].

Given that nearly all of the navigational overhead we saw was due to the way code and information was organized on-screen, the visual representation of information in collection tools is also an important issue. Desert [41] presents relevant lines of code as a single integrated file; FEAT [42] represents concern graphs as a hierarchical tree and requires developers to select an element in this hierarchy, and use a pop-up menu to request the source file; Concern Highlight [36] highlights relevance code in a conventional editor. There are several problems with these approaches: 1) they treat all information as if it had the same role in the task, 2) they do not support side-by-side comparison of information, and 3) they incur much of the same interactive overhead we observed in relying on file tabs and scroll bars. Our proposal in Fig. 7 represents the code and information that a developer deems relevant concretely, rather than using abstract icons or names. Not only does this avoid the navigational overhead of navigating to the information, but it affords other advantages: Code can be placed side by side in order to aid comparison and editing, views can be collapsed to the bar on the left of Fig. 7 in order to allow developers to focus on the subset of information that is necessary for the current task, and code and other information can be directly annotated, as seen throughout Fig. 7.

Of course, there are some limitations to representing code concretely, rather than summarizing it and allowing users to navigate to it. One obvious concern is whether such a workspace would be able to fit all of a developer's relevant information on a single screen. To consider a lower bound, developers in our study found about 30 lines of code relevant on average. To consider an upper bound, a study of the CVS repository of GNOME, which is over a million lines of code, found that the average check-in was about 28 lines of code, with a standard deviation of 38 and a maximum of 237 [28]. This suggests that an average task, even with a few lines of surrounding context for contiguous fragment, would be likely to fit inside a full-screen window. We are now constructing such a tool [10] and we will be testing how well the tool scales.

8 CONCLUSIONS
In order to successfully complete a modification task, developers must locate and understand the parts of the software system relevant to the desired change. The exploratory study presented in this paper, which investigated
the strategies of 10 Java developers using Eclipse to perform five maintenance tasks, inspired a new model of this process that is based on searching, relating, and collecting, driven by the developers’ perceptions of the relevance of information cues throughout a software development environment. This model is an extension of the more general theory of information foraging [40] but applied to software development. Our model is consistent with prior models of program understanding, while accounting for developers’ actions at a level of detail that prior models have not. We also demonstrate how developers utilized Eclipse to complete their tasks, and we show a number of ways in which developers relied on valid but misleading information cues in Eclipse. These findings lead to a number of design ideas for more streamlined environments that may better help developers to find, relate, and collect task relevant code more quickly and effectively.
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